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All the News from 

RB2   
(Ryan, Boone, and Bahr) 

  Important Dates 
April-  
17-End of 4 ½ weeks, Envelope for final report card 
20-21-Georgia Milestone Standardized Testing 
20-Media Center Lesson/Checkout (B/Ryan)  
21- Media Center Lesson/Checkout (Bahr) (switch   
                 classes) 
22-EARTH DAY 
24-Progress Updates/Academic Updates, Spirit Day-
Mismatch 
27-Evening on the Lawn 
29-Super Specials 4th grade! 
30-Media Center Checkout 
 
May 
1-Art Awareness 
7- Independent Reading Contract due 
12-Field Day 3-5th grade 

13-Field Day K-2-No specials 4th grade 
15-Spirit Day (school colors) 
21-Last Day of school  
 

Milestones testing schedule 
Monday 4/20= Science 
Tuesday 4/21=Social Studies 
 
Please download a free QR Code Reading App to 
your child’s device if he/she can bring it on 

Wednesday.   

Language Arts  

Spelling (L.4.1g): Spelling words with the prefixes –im, 

in, pre, and –un. 

Informational Writing (ELAcc4W2:2): We will be 

finishing our novel study on Hatchet, and learning the 

elements for constructing a good book report.  

 

Social Studies 

SS4H6: The student will explain westward expansion 

of America between 1801 and 1861. c. Describe the 

impact of westward expansion on Native Americans.   

* The Bahrville State Challenge is on! Ask your 

students what this is all about.   
 

Math & Science 

Math: How do I identify/use metric units of capacity and 

weight?  E:  How do I convert between seconds, 
minutes, and hours?   
Science: E: How can some factors lead to extinction of 

specific organisms?   How would changes in the 

environment affect a community (ecosystem) of 

organisms?  S4L1c Impact of Change on Ecosystems  

S4L2b Causes of Extinction  : How can scarce or 

overpopulation of some plants or animals have an effect 

on the community? 

S4L1d Effects of Population: Predict effects on a 

population if some of the plants or animals in the 

community are scarce or if there are too many. 

 

 

 

Mrs. BooneBoone/Ryan’s Corner  
THANK YOU for sending in all of 

the testing snacks/mints.   
 

We are on our last box of Kleenex, 
which will not make it through 

testing.  Please donate a box if 
you can. 

   

Bahrville’s  Corner 
Thank you parents for sending in 

mints and snacks during testing. Our 
students SOARED during the past 

three days of testing. I am VERY 
proud of them.  

 

 
**Please send in a self-addressed, business-

sized envelope with 2 stamps for final report 
cards by April 24th.**   

 

http://picasso.cobbk12.org/index.php?module=curriculum&type=standards&func=display&StandardID=19308&CourseID=
http://picasso.cobbk12.org/index.php?module=curriculum&type=standards&func=display&StandardID=19312&CourseID=
http://picasso.cobbk12.org/index.php?module=curriculum&type=standards&func=display&StandardID=19309&CourseID=

